
WEEK 5: Design probably for a handkerchief by Archibald Orr Ewing and Co.  
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There are two examples of this design within the Turkey Red Collection – the first is stored 
with a group of other handkerchief designs while the second was mounted onto card at 
some point after the collection was acquired by the Museum in the 1960s.  The example 
which is mounted onto card has some hand written notes which says that the cloth was 
dyed Turkey red, the white areas were produced by the discharge process with lead plates 
and then the design was printed by hand block, with “lead yellow nitrate, Prussian blue, 
green (yellow/blue), black logwood, trough chrome (pot. bichromate)."  The note also 
ascribes the pattern to Archibald Orr Ewing and Co. and dates it to c.1840.  Either the date or 
the firm is incorrect, however, as Archibald Orr Ewing and Co. did not start business until 
1845.  It is, nevertheless, a relatively early example of Turkey red dyed and printed cotton.  It 
is not clear who (if anyone) the man on the horse represents, or the significance of the laurel 
wreath – if anyone has any thoughts or suggestions please do let us know! 
 
Archibald Orr Ewing and Co. started up in 1845 and were based at the Levenbank works 
which were on the opposite side of the river to John Orr Ewing’s Alexandria works.  In 1850 
Archibald Orr Ewing and Co. acquired the Milton works which they used to dye yarn, and 
then the Dillichip works in 1866.  Archibald Orr Ewing, younger brother to John, became a 
prominent industrialist of the area and as his works expanded he also built a number of 
terraced houses in Jamestown and the surrounding area for the ever growing work force.  
Among other things he contributed to the building of the University of Glasgow buildings 
on Gilmorehill and in 1868 he became MP for Dunbartonshire, a seat he held for 24 years.  In 
1886 he became the first Baronet of Ballikinrain in Stirlingshire.  Archibald Orr Ewing and 
Co. was one of the three main firms to form the United Turkey Red Co. Ltd in 1898. 
 
 


